Subject: Installation of oversize drag pins

Affecting: All serial no.s ASK 21.

Action:

1. Derig the glider.

2. To be able to safely ream the new holes the safety clips have to be removed at the root ribs.

3. Then rig the glider as usual and support the wings by use of wing stands or equivalent (saw horses, trailer dollies) such that the drag pins can be easily removed and inserted.

4. Take one drag pin out, ream the oversize hole and insert new drag pin.

5. Do the same on the other side.

6. Derig the glider.

7. Fix the safety clips again at the new drag pins.

Note: The following pin diameters are available: 11.95 mm, 12.0 mm, 12.1 mm, 12.2 mm and 12.3 mm.
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The translation into English has been done by best knowledge and judgement; in any case of doubt the German original is controlling.